Somatosensory-evoked magnetic fields in examining lip area in speech-disordered children.
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is a modern neurophysiological method to study brain activation after sensory stimulation. We aimed at determining the feasibility of MEG and somatosensory-evoked magnetic fields (SEFs) in assessing the lip area in speech-disordered children undergoing oral plate therapy (OPTH) to improve their articulation. Seven subjects (age range, 6-11 years) participated in the study. The speech was perceptually assessed, and the SEFs to tactile stimulation of the lip area were recorded before and after OPTH. Two patients did not attend the posttreatment MEG recording. Clinical perceptual analysis showed remarkable improvement of speech of the studied children after OPTH. Somatosensory-evoked magnetic fields were successfully recorded in 4 of these children, but no constant changes in the responses were found after the therapy.With this small number of patients, the possible modifications in the functioning of the cortical somatosensory area of the lip after OPTH remained undetected. The present method is, however, technically applicable in studying cortical responses to lip stimulation in speech-disordered children. Further studies using stimulation inside the mouth may provide more insight to the cortical effects of OPTH.